I am a student at the University of Michigan (the “University”) taking part in (the) ________________ course (the “Course”), and I have contributed, or may be contributing, to the development of ________________ (the “Project”) as part of the Course.

1 – Rights in Inventions

I hereby assign to the Regents of the University of Michigan all rights, including legal protections such as patent rights and copyrights, in inventions or materials that I conceive or reduce to practice through my work on Project (“Inventions”). The University agrees that Inventions will be made available under an open source license. I agree to inform University of any Inventions that I may develop and to cooperate with the University and any applicable sponsor, at University’s expense, to obtain intellectual property protection relating to any Inventions.

2 – Commercialization

I agree I shall receive no compensation for the rights granted in this document and no share of any royalty or other payments, whether from the use, distribution, assignment, license, or otherwise resulting from the Inventions.

3 – Student’s Rights

Notwithstanding the other provisions in this Agreement, I may do the following with my work in Course, which may include Confidential Information (“Course Work”): (a) present Course Work to project reviewers, instructors, and students affiliated with Course for purposes of evaluation and grading; (b) discuss Course Work in general terms to potential employers in job interviews for purposes of seeking employment, though I am prohibited from supplying any Confidential Information to any potential employer; (c) present my Course Work to the public on campus at the University in the manner consistent with other projects in the Course; and (d) provide Course Work to the relevant University of Michigan Department to be retained and used for purposes of accreditation. I agree to mark all Course Work “Confidential” prior to all such uses.

The Regents of the University of Michigan

By: __________________________

Printed Name: __________________________

Title: __________________________

Date: __________________________

Student

Student: __________________________

Printed Name: __________________________

Date: __________________________
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